
President's Message 

Welcome to our Ultimate edition of The Voice for this U3A year, I hope you find it informative and 

helpful. 

I wish to thank every member who attended the AGM for your over whelming support for our 

outgoing committee plus your vote for your new committee. I can assure everyone that we will 

ensure our U3A continues to go from strength to strength during the coming year. 

As the weather warms up and heads towards the summer temperatures please check the Group 

pages to see when their meeting finish for the summer. Some Groups will continue to meet during 

the summer that is why you need to check. 

A date you need to put in your diary is the 27th of June which will be our Summer Fayre. This will 

be a different format to previous years with entertainment and interactive group tables these will 

be where you can find out more on the Group/s that interests you.  

Membership Renewals, as from the start of June the membership renewal process has been 

open. To help you it is now possible to renew your membership early for 2019/2010, please 

remember all renewals will run until 31st of August 2020. To renew, log into our website and click 

on the profile tab in the login box at the top right of the homepage. then follow the instructions. 

While renewing I would also ask you to review your profile to ensure this is correct and the list of 

groups you are interested in are correctly indicated. If you have any queries when renewing your 

membership, please contact John our membership secretary by clicking here. 

If I do not have the opportunity to see you before our Summer Break I send you my best wishes 

for an enjoyable summer with whatever you have planned. I look forward to seeing you at our first 

meeting on September 26th please make it a date. 

President 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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A DATE FOR YOUR DIARY 

Thursday June 27th 

starting at 11.00 am, the doors open at 10.45 am. 

The venue will be the Polivalent in Oliva. 

 

The groups are all enthusiastic to show their accomplishments and progress achieved through the 

2018-19 year and hope you will find time to chat with them and learn more about what their groups 

can offer.  

There will be games and skills for you to turn your hand (or feet) to and everyone attending will get 

a FREE RAFFLE ticket for one of five great prizes. 

We do hope you can join us. 



DUE TO THE OVERWHELMING SUCCESS 

A SECOND TOUR HAS BEEN ADDED TO : 

The Ford Factory 

and the 

Cullera Castle 

on June 25TH 2019 

A bus will take you on a tour 

through the assembly line of the 

Ford factory where we learn how 

robots do the work in earlier days 

done manually. 

This factory is the largest plant 
producing cars in Europe 

 

 

After the Ford tour we will explore 

downtown Cullera where you can 

enjoy a relaxing lunch followed by 

a train ride to the Castle and 

Chapel from where we will have 

an amazing view over the 

Mediterranean 

 

More information: 

The coach will leave the 

Polivalent in Oliva at 08:30 hours 

and will return to the Polivalent at 

18:30 hours 

Ford requires your Passport Number or other ID before arrival, 

please email it to travel-co-ordinator@u3a-oliva.org 

Limited number of participants is 48 

BE QUICK VERY LIMITED SPACES AVAILABLE 

Price per person is 16 euros includes the coach and train to the castle 

Lunch is not included 
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Summer Fayre 

The group leaders are looking forward to seeing lots of new faces and meeting more members at 

this year’s group's event. This is a great opportunity for all members to find out about group 

activities and chat with the group leaders and ask any questions. This year’s event is going to be 

different from the usual Showcase, because there will be more hands-on activities for you to test 

your skills and a large social area for refreshments (with homemade cakes) and chat.  

All members and their guests are welcome, and everyone gets a free raffle ticket. Prizes so far 

include: A free 1 hr massage session, trees and plants, beer, wine and other alcohol, hand crafts, 

plus many more.  

Please do try and drop in to say hello. Doors open at 10.45. Music and fun starts at 11am and 

ends at 1pm, although if you can't  make the whole two hours please do try to come along for a 

short time.  It is a fun event for the end of the U3A calendar year and we would love to see as 

many smiling faces as possible. Raffle is drawn at 1pm. 

A callout for cakes, muffins, biscuits, preserves, breads, plants, cuttings, juices, etc for the 

homemade stall for the Summer Fayre and any raffle prize donations. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

June Astronomy Report by Mike Glazier 

June 21st sees the Summer solstice which means in layman's terms that the Earth is halfway 

around its yearly orbit, one orbit of the Earth around the Sun is 940,000,000 kms. 

 Everywhere around the Arctic circle at the Summer solstice sees 24 hours of Sun while at the 

Antarctic the opposite is true and there they experience darkness. 

Here in the Northern hemisphere on midsummer's day the Sun is overhead. An interesting 

exercise at this time of the year is to make a 'Sun stick' this is simply any kind of straight object, 

placed perpendicularly in the ground with which to watch the length and angle of the shadow cast 

move during the day. The Sun stick was the forerunner of the sundial which I use on my terrace to 

record accurately for most of the time the passage of time. There is such a thing as the 'equation 

of time' to be applied at times when using a sun dial but I will not go into that right now. Another 

little experiment for kids this time, is to use a prism with which to see that light from the Sun is not 

white, but made up of colours, the spectrum, as discovered and shown by that man of science, 

Isaac Newton 

The celestial object due to take centre stage will be the giant planet Jupiter, this is a Jovian body, 

king of the planets and large enough to contain the Earth 1000 times, its mass is 1000th that of the 

Sun and it controls a large number of moons, some large some small but all very different. 

Later in the month you will be able to view Jupiter with any size telescope and at the same time 

you will see the four largest of Jupiter's moons. Jupiter will be to the South-east on just about any 

night but on 16th it will be very close to an almost full Moon. A very pretty sight. 

To the North at this time of the year, and with a degree of imagination we have the two Bears, 

Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, Ursa Major is also known as the big dipper or the plough. To the  right 



or East of the Bears we have Draco the Dragon and in the tail of this animal we find the star 

'Thuban' which in the days of the Egyptians was the northern pole star, procession has moved that 

to Polaris the North star now, but in a few thousand years’ time that will change again to the star 

Vega, the Alpha or lead star of Lyra the magical Harp. 

Next month sees the 50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 lunar landing and we will possibly be 

seeing some early arrivals of meteors from Perseus. 

If anyone has any questions about astronomy I will be willing to answer them, I have no worries in 

answering seemingly trivial questions which incidentally most people do have. 

One final word; A telescope is a precision instrument and there are a few rules to apply when 

using one. Next month I will go into some of these.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Groups Information 

Flamenco and Zumba 

Both the Flamenco taster and the Zumba taster were well attended, and a lot of enthusiasm 

means there will probably be groups for both of these running in September. The Zumba group will 

only run if someone offers to be a group leader. please contact me for more details and to learn 

about the tasks and responsibilities. I am trying to ease the burden of group leaders, so please do 

not be scared to ask. There is no commitment in making a few enquiries.  

2019/2020: This is the time to check out our groups for the new year starting in September. By 

checking now, it will give you the opportunity to plan which of the many groups you wish to join. 

If you click on this link it will take you to the main groups page, from here you can select the one/s 

you wish to join for full information. It is easy to join but first I would ask you to contact the Group 

Leader for any additional information. 

Summer Groups:  The following groups will be running during our Summer break. 

CANASTA - ART - BRIDGE - CRAFTS - MEDITATION - PETANQUE 

YOGA - BOOK LOVERS 

Please check the individual Group page for more information. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cookery Group 

Our Cookery Group will have a taster class in July, this will be Thai cooking 

The date for this will be 9th July and will run from 11.00 - 15.00h. 

This will be with Raiz Group Leader and will be on Monte Pego. 

Registation for this taster class can be at the Summer Fayre or by email. 

Our new cycle of the Cookery Group starts again in September. There will be 2 classes every 

month on a Tuesday. 
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Subjects and dates will be published soon on both the group website and Facebook. 

Anyone who is interested to participate, feel free to send an Email to riaz@missaghian.com  

A list will be installed and all will get information as soon as all details are sorted out. 

Group leaders  Riaz and Ulrike Missaghian  email  :  riaz@missaghian.com  

------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Report on the U3A Line Dancing B.B.Q. 

Our B.B.Q. was held at El Cid Bowls Club on 25th May. 

Everyone who attended had a great time with either dancing 

the night away or just meeting friends. There was lots of fun, 

great music to suit everyone. The food was fantastic with a 

variety of meats and salads, if you required something 

different there was a fish dish on offer.   

The party raffle raised 421.00 Euros for the Children's Home, 

Fundacion Nuestra Senora Del Amparo in Palma De Gandia. 

We would thank everyone who attended for your support and were pleased to see you enjoying 

the evening. 

Report by join Group Leaders Betty and Paddy 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Autumn Gold in Ademuz 2019 

  

Autumn trip to Rincon de Ademuz for Artists, Photographers and Walkers to enjoy the wonderful 

scenery and autumn colours.   October 29th to November 1st 2019 

Accommodation in the Hostal Casa Domingo. €39.99 single, €71.25 double half pension (dinner, 

bed & breakfast) per night. It is possible to reserve for a minimum of 2 nights.  Lunch packs can be 

ordered at the Hostal the night before. 

Register with Joe Bellenie  joebelleniegm@gmail.com 

Registration before September 30th 

mailto:riaz@missaghian.com
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No prepayment required Individuals must settle their accounts directly with the hotel on leaving. 

Any Questions and planned itinerary please contact Joe on 

 joebelleniegm@gmail.com    Tel: 636443277 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Almoner Required 

Owing to personal commitments our Almoner has found it necessary to tender her resignation. We 

are therefore seeking a replacement to take up this important role. 

The Almoners role is to looks after the needs of members who fall ill or require assistance or with 

sourcing equipment to assist with rehabilitation following an accident or illness. 

No experience is required as all the information and assistance you require will be available. If you 

would love to help our U3A and any of our members in need please contact me 

at:  mickgoy1@gmail.com  when I will be pleased to meet you at a mutually convenient time and 

place. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Travel Report. 

The travel team looks back to a great 2018/2019 season of trips, starting with the comeback party 

at the 'Gemelos'; a trip to the amazing gold treasure in Villena followed by a wine tasting at the 

Francisco Gomez Winery; a glorious Christmas Party at the Moli Canyar; a visit to the Jalon Valley 

hunting for bargains finished by a lunch at Pepe' restaurant; a visit to the Perez Chocolate Factory, 

where unfortunately they were switching from the chocolate making season to the ice cream 

season and so there was not much to see but the  tasting and buying at the store was a success. 

Our first overnight trip to Cartagena was smashing and encouraging for more! 

We want to wish you delightful summer and hope to see you at the Summer Fayre where we will 

present our plans for the next Fall. 

Francoise, David and Anja 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

UK Embassy Reception Report 

On the 21st of May our President Mick Goy and his wife Lynda 

were invited to the UK Embassy reception in Alicante. This event 

took place at the Melia Hotel on the Alicante coast, was organised 

to thank all the attendees for their work within the Expat 

communities. 

40 plus people representing various Expat organisation 

fromacross the Costa Blanca, were invited, including the U3A 
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Presidents from Val del Pop and Denia. In attendance from the 

Embassy was the Ambassador Simon Manley along with the Consul 

and Vice Consul for Spain    

Simon welcomed all the attendees and spoke to everyone 

individually. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Next Stroll through Oliva Old Town 

Our next planned Strolls through the Old Town of Oliva will start again in October.  Please keep an 

eye out for the details and how to register your place.  

These follow some very successful strolls earlier this year which were enjoyed by all who 

participated. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Photography Group's winning photograph for May   ç 

Taken by Stefan Burr in the Chimneys area of Oliva under the subject heading "Abandoned" 

What a great picture. 

Lynne the Group Leader tells me you do not require a good 

quality camera to take good photographs, so why not join the 

group for their next meeting. For more information on the 

venue  for their next shoot click here  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Presenters for our forthcoming General Meetings, 

       Month                 Presenter   Subject    Date      

September 2019      R. Sedgley  Sri Lanka    26th Sept.  

October 2019 Ray Wilcox  His experience   24th Oct 
in the UK Prison Service 

Information by David Wynne - Vice President. 

If there is a subject or speaker you know which may be of interest to other members I would love 

to hear from you. These would help in planning interesting Presenters for our General Meetings 

from October 2019. Our intention is to have a varied list of Presenters and subjects Please help to 

make these meetings more interesting and meaningful. Send your ideas and suggestions to me 

at vice-president@u3a-oliva.org 
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Modern Jive 

Have you ever thought “oh, I wish I could dance.“ Well! Why not come along to the Modern Jive 

sessions held at the CPC on a Friday evening 6.30 to 7.30pm 

The lessons are held in a very relaxed atmosphere with the emphasis on enjoyment whilst 

learning some great moves. 

The group has been running for only 4 weeks and have already learnt 9 moves, with lots of the 

members surprising themselves with the progress they have made. 

Unfortunately there are only two sessions left before we have to finish 

on the 21st June, but be assured that they will start again in 

September. Dates will be sent nearer the time. 

If you are still unsure of whether you would like to try some moves or 

not, then why not come along to the U3A Summer Fayre, being held 

at the Polivalent on Thursday.27th June, where Ray & Pam can 

demonstrate a move or two, or if the mood takes you, have a go 

yourselves or just have a natter. 

Hopefully see some of you there for more information please visit our 

Group page by clicking here. 

Ray Ingram - Group Leader 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

May Trip Report 

This trip took place on Tuesday 21st May 2019, we left the 

Polivalent arriving at the Gardens at about 11am. It was not 

very impressive when we arrived from the outside, how 

deceiving it was like going into a different world, our guide 

was excellent and told about the 

gardens which had only been created 

30years ago, and how it has grown and 

improved with the help of the staff who 

we did see at work. He took time and made sure he explained everything 

and answered any questions as we went along. The tour of the gardens 

took a good 2 and a half hours. Then to my surprise behind the House they 

had laid a long table with about 45 chairs for us, so we could have 

coffee/tea and Carrot cake this was well organised. If you are looking for 

somewhere to take visitors this summer, I can really recommend these 

gardens which I didn't know existed so close to Oliva.  

We then boarded the Coach and headed for Black Flame Bar & Grill, the staff were friendly and 

the service was excellent.  Everyone enjoyed the meal and the hospitality. 
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We arrived in time for the tour of the Guitar Factory. This is a 4th 

Generation factory and we saw the current young man working there. 

With the incredible help of Rosa our interpreter as she tried to 

explain the various operations to us although there are signs at each 

station, the noise and dust made it difficult for her. The Guitars they 

produce range from around 200 Euros to 6000 Euros this will depend 

on the quality, style and sound of the instrument you require. One of 

our party purchased a guitar which was nice as he will always have 

memories of where and when he bought his guitar. 

Everyone enjoyed the whole trip and we returned to the Polivalent on time.  

Report by David Wynne, Travel Team member. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Buy and Sell 

As promised in last month’s edition we would be introducing this new feature in the Voice. All 

Items below are from the Buy and Sell Forum. We hope you find that item you have been looking 

for.  

If you have items to sell, upload them to our Buy/Sell and Swap forum to gain exposure in the 

Voice. 

BUY or SELL   

1.  Scrabble set. 

2.  2 sets of Dominoes 

3.  Cribbage score board with original metal pins 

4.  Box Fan  

5.  Bed Frames and Radiators (Free to Collect )        

6.  Large free standing Parasol  

7.  Oak Coffee Table 

8.  Solid Oak Dining Table 

9.  Single Divan Bed with Draws    

10.Brand New Ladies Trekking Bike  

11.Glass Front Display Cabinet                                       

Click here to go to the Buy and Sell forum.                  

Take advantage of this and put money back into your pocket. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------   
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Thank you for reading this the June issue, our next edition will be with you on the 15th of 
September. 

A big thank you to everyone who has contributed an item to this edition. 

I will welcome any contribution from members for our next edition, please send these to me 
at: mickgoy1@gmail.com 
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